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PRODUCT CATALOG

Product Name：Natural Marble Mosaic Tiles & Pattern For Decorative Wall Pictures

Short Description: We come out with an idea about

installing the frames around the tile of the marble

mosaics to a picture that can be hung on the wall.

The pictures will keep the original nature and bring

aesthetic elements to your interior decorations.

Model No.: WPM443 / WPM444 / WPM445 / WPM446

Pattern: Waterjet

Color: Multiple Colors

Finish: Polished

Material Name: Mixed Natural Marble

Product Detail:

Product Description

We believe that there are many peoples who like natural things and want natural marble

mosaic tiles to decorate their homes. We supply different types of stone mosaics to our

clients in both classic styles and new styles. We think some inspiration from stick-on mosaic

tiles and design a kind of framed picture which is filled with exquisite natural waterjet mosaic

marble patterns. White marble and grey marble are commonly used marble materials in

these products. We hope you will like this new style of natural marble mosaic tiles and

patterns and bring them to your home.
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Product Specification (Parameter)

Product Name: Natural Marble Mosaic Tiles & Pattern For Decorative Wall Pictures

Model No.: WPM443 / WPM444 / WPM445 / WPM446

Pattern: Waterjet

Color: Multiple Colors

Finish: Polished

Product Series

Model No.: WPM443

Color: White & Grey & Brown

Style: 3 Dimensional Uneven Tile

Model No.: WPM444

Color: White & Grey & Brown

Style: Waterjet Lotus Tile

Model No.: WPM445

Color: White & Grey

Style: Waterjet Seawaves Tile

Model No.: WPM446

Color: White & Brown

Style: Waterjet Chain Tile

Product Application

The pictures can be hung on the wall areas as small decoration element for homes, offices, restaurants,

and hotels. This waterjet marble mosaic picture will become a work of art and bring fresh feelings to

your interior decorations. These Natural Marble Mosaic Tiles & Pattern For Decorative Wall Pictures own

environmental protection, pure nature, and pollution-free features, further, they are completely made

of 100% pure natural craftsmanship.



Marble tile mosaic ideas can fully express the designer's modeling and design inspiration and fully

display its unique artistic charm and personality.

FAQ

Q: Could I know some details about your company's business?

A: Our Wanpo company is a marble and granite trading company, we mainly export finished and

semi-finished products to our clients, such as stone mosaic tiles, marble tiles, slabs, and marble big

slabs.

Q: What are your main products?

A: Our main products include marble stone mosaic tiles, marble tiles, granite products, and other

products.

Q: How do I care for my marble mosaic?

A: To care for your marble mosaic, follow the care and maintenance guide. Regular cleansing with a

liquid cleanser with mild ingredients to remove mineral deposits and soap scum. Do not use abrasive

cleaners, steel wool, scouring pads, scrapers, or sandpaper on any part of the surface.

To remove built-up soap scum or difficult-to-remove stains, use varnish thinner. If the stain is from hard

water or mineral deposits, try using a cleaner to remove iron, calcium, or other such mineral deposits

from your water supply. As long as the label directions are followed, most cleaning chemicals will not

damage the surface of the marble.

Q: Marble tile or mosaic tile, which is better?

A: Marble tile is primarily used on floors, mosaic tile is especially used to cover walls, floors, and

backsplash decoration.


